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Abstract
The Employer of Last Resort (ELR) program is a New Deal type of program to provide
a government position for anyone seeking work. Unlike private industries who compete over
prices and wages, the ELR “industry” is not meant to compete with the private sector; rather it
provides public services that are not bought by the private sector. The task here is to estimate
the private sector effects of the implementation of the ELR program for the State of Missouri.
JEL Codes: B51, C3, E11, E12, E23, E24
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1 Targeted Demand Management and the Employer of Last
Resort Program
The Employer of Last Resort (ELR) program is a New Deal type of program that provides government
positions to anyone seeking work. Unlike private industries who compete over prices and wages, the
ELR “industry” is not meant to compete with the private sector; rather it provides public services
that are not offered by the private sector. The task here is to estimate the private sector effects of
the implementation of the ELR program for the State of Missouri.
The economy is modeled in the traditional Keynesian sense, with the exception that employment,
income, and output are disaggregated. This modeling approach is unlike the traditional Keynesian
model found in the The General Theory and in textbooks alike. The traditional Keynesian model
represents aggregate output, aggregate earnings, and aggregate employment by one variable. By sep-
arating out aggregate output, earnings, and employment, we can reflect the reality that Keynesian
policies are not to “prime the pump” to close the recessionary gap, rather appropriate Keynesian
policies rely on a targeted demand approach (Tcherneva, 2008). Earnings are expended on consumer
goods across industries. Each industry’s decision to expand employment in response to changes in
final demand will be different and will be based upon the technical requirements of production specific
to each industry.
Regional economic modeling of ELR programs creates the ability to identify the economic sectors
that are affected by ELR employment, and to estimate the degree in which they are affected. It
enables researchers to model the private sector benefits, specifically the additions to private sector
output, earnings, and employment. Such an approach is applied here for the State of Missouri. For
the analysis, data was collected from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS). The most recent estimates available were used to perform the analysis.
2 The Simple Theory of Economic Activity
The forthcoming analysis will estimate the private sector economic impact after the implementation
of an ELR program. To do this the analysis will rely on regional output, earnings, and employment
multipliers for the State of Missouri. It is interesting to note that this type of analysis fits in neatly
within a heterodox modeling of the economy, specifically the “Effective Demand Model” of Edward
J. Nell (1998, 107-215, 1978, 2000). The Effective Demand Model (from here referred to as the Nell
Model) is a variant of the traditional Keynesian model; the key difference is that the Keynesian model
confounds aggregate income, aggregate output, and aggregate employment, whereas the Nell Model
makes these variables explicit. Consistent with Keynes, the Nell Model describes an economy with
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persistent unemployment. It is not the interest of capitalists to maintain a fully employed economy.
It is the interest of capitalists to maintain a “sufficient supply of available workers (Rose, 1995, 12)”
2.1 Simple Economic Model
The depiction of the economy can be described by the following structural relationships. Aggregate
employment (N) is dependent upon aggregate output (Q), which corresponds to a predetermined level
of final demand (Ye). Only in special circumstances will this level of output be consistent with full
employment (Nf ). The level of employment is a function of the level of aggregate economic activity.
The business enterprise makes investment, employment and output decisions dependent upon final
demand. The pricing model is a mark-up over cost of production at a normal rate of output (Lee,
2010, 31). Pricing, output, and employment decisions are made to ensure the generation of cash flows
required to meet profit expectations of those within the enterprise and among its shareholders; and
to validate previous investment funded through external sources.
Aggregate consumption (C) will be a function of wage income (w) plus transfer payments by
the Government in the form of unemployment insurance compensation made to those whose are offi-
cially unemployed (U). Weekly unemployment benefits vary state to state, but generally they replace
on average 60 percent of the individual’s average weekly pre-tax wage.
Investment spending (I) is equal to aggregate profits (pi) plus external financing (ρ). This means
that we would expect to find investment and profits to be highly correlated in the actual economy.
This assumption is easily validated by the “Flow of Funds Accounts of the United States”. Lastly,
government spending is assumed to be autonomous (G). The structural model of production dis-
played in the system of equations (Equation 1) is a slightly-modified “Nell Model” and is displayed
graphically in Figure 1.
Yit = Cit + Iit +Gt
Nit = liQit
Wt = wNt
Cit = 0.40wNt + 0.60wNFt
Iit = piit + ρ
Git = Gt (note: Government Spending excludes transfer payments)
(1)
2.2 Circular Production and the Nell Model
The structural equations given for consumption investment, and government spending may easily be
derived from NIPA (please refer to the Appendix) which disaggregated the economy into the final
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Figure 1: Nell’s Effective Demand Model
demand components and interindustry relationships displaying circular production as a social process.
The balance between total equilibrium output (Ye) and combined inputs (represented by the standard
technology matrix (A)) can be generalized as:
A×Q + Ye = Q (2)
Solving 2 for aggregate output at equilibrium Ye yields:
(I−A) ×Q = Ye (3)
The equilibrium level of employment (Ne) is given as:
l×Q = Ne (4)
3 Application of the Nell Model for Regional Data
Multipliers from the BEA are based upon the standard Leontief multiplier. The RIMS II dataset
provides the user with final demand multipliers for output, earnings, and employment. The final
demand multiplier for output indicates the change in output in each row industry that results in a
$1.00 change in final demand in the column industry. The multiplier for earnings is indicated by a
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$1.00 change in earnings in each row industry that results from a $1.00 change in final demand in
the column industry. The final demand multiplier for employment indicates a $1.00 million change
in final demand in the column industry. The RIMS II multipliers are static, since they are based on
static input output data. They therefore lack the appropriate time dimension. However since they
are based on annual data, it is customary to assume that the economic impacts occur in one year
(Ehrlich et al., 1997).
3.1 Estimating the Impact of an Employer of Last Resort Program using
Regional Data
In order to estimate the regional impact of the ELR program on private sector income, output, and
employment, the final demand multipliers must first be derived. Aggregate output is decomposed by
sector corresponding to the “BEA 2002 Benchmark Input-Output Data.”1 The aggregate industries
are given in Table 1.
Table 1: Economic Sectors
NAICS Code Industry
11 Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing and Hunting
21 Mining, Quarrying, and Oil and Gas Extraction
22 Utilities
23 Construction
31-33 Manufacturing
42 Wholesale Trade
44-45 Retail Trade
48-49 Transportation and Warehousing
51 Information
52-53 Finance and Insurance and Real Estate and Rental and Leasing
54 Professional and business services
61-62 Educational services, health care, and social assistance
71-72 Arts, entertainment, recreation, accommodation, and food services
81 Other Services (except Government)
92 Government
HH Households
1URL: http://www.bea.gov/industry/io-benchmark.htm
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3.2 Estimating Consumption Effects
The effect additional income has on private sector industries depends upon the composition of con-
sumption across industries. Additional consumption in any sector has multiplier effects due to inter-
industry linkages over all sectors of the economy. Unfortunately, Personal Consumption Expenditure
(PCE) is unavailable at the state level so national PCE data serves as an adequate proxy for the state
(refer to Appendix). National PCE is derived from the dataset “Use of Commodities by Industries;
2002 I-O Benchmark”(Use Table). Table 2 details the the commodities that are consumed by final
users in dollars (replicated from the Appendix), and an additional calculated column detailing the
consumption of commodities as a percentage of total consumption.
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Table 2 represents a proxy for PCE for each industry for the State of Missouri. The important
column from Table 2 for the analysis to follow is the column “% of Total PCE”. This column is
the percentage of total consumption spent on commodities in each industry. The column details the
distribution of consumption by each industry from an additional dollar spent. This column will serve
as weights for the regional multipliers
3.3 Regional Multipliers
The regional income, output, and employment multipliers are supplied from the BEA RIMS II dataset
for the state of Missouri. Regional multipliers detail the amount of additional output, income, and
employment that results from an increase in aggregate consumption for each industry. The regional
final demand multipliers for the State of Missouri supplied by the BEA must first be weighted by the
column “% Total PCE” from Table 2 to derive a “weighted multiplier”. The final demand multipliers
are weighted as such to take into account the distribution of consumption expenditures across indus-
tries.
The weighted multipliers are then used to calculate the economic impact of additional consumption
afforded by the implementation of an ELR program. The weighted output, income, and employment
multipliers are given in Table 3. The “Weighted Output Multiplier” represents the addition to output
for Industry X resulting from a $1.00 change in final demand for Industry X. The “Weighted Earnings
Multiplier” represents the addition to earnings for Industry X resulting form a $1.00 change in final
demand for Industry X. The “Weighted Employment Multiplier” represents the addition to employ-
ment for Industry X resulting from a $1.0 million change in final demand for Industry X (Ehrlich
et al., 1997, 2-5).
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The weighted multipliers are displayed in the last three columns of Table 3. For an example of how
to interpret Table 3, let aggregate income increase by $1, 000, 000. This change in aggregate income
would cause a subsequent increase in demand for commodities in all industries. Isolating just the
impact this change has on agricultural products, output in the Agricultural Industry will increase by
($1, 000, 000× 0.013874616) or by $13, 874.62. The increase in earnings for the Agricultural Industry
would rise by ($1, 000, 000× 0.00269409 = $2, 694.09). The increase in Agricultural employment rises
by ($1,000,000
$1,000,000
× 0.11) which results in 0.11 additional jobs in the Agricultural Industry. These may
not seem like meaningful results on the surface, but when we model the income effects from the ELR
workforce as a whole, the private sector benefits become much more significant.
4 Simulating the Impact of ELR for the State of Missouri
The direct private sector economic impact from the creation of an ELR program for the State of Mis-
souri can now be simulated. Assume that all eligible workers will enter into the ELR workforce. The
best current estimate for this measure is the 2010 U-6 unemployment rate for the State of Missouri.
The U-6 unemployment rate consists of those who are officially unemployed, plus discouraged work-
ers, involuntary part-timers, and those who are marginally attached to the workforce, which is the
broadest definition for the unemployment rate that the Bureau of Labor Statistics provides. In 2010
Missouri had 286,900 workers officially unemployed, 158,100 involuntary part timers, 39,800 workers
unemployed due to lack of transportation or family responsibilities, and 20,400 discouraged workers.2
To calculate the additional consumption from ELR employment some assumptions will be made:
4.1 Assumptions for Simulations
1. ELR income completely replaces unemployment compensation. All those who were previously
eligible, received unemployment compensation.
2. Missouri ELR Workforce: Official Unemployed + .5(involuntary part-timers) + Marginally At-
tached + Discouraged Workers
(a) Missouri 2010 ELR Workforce: 286, 900+ .5(158, 100)+39, 800+20, 400 = 426, 150 workers
3. 2010 Missouri ELR Wage: 2010 State of Missouri minimum wage = $7.25
4. Work year: 2000 hours;
5. Payroll Deduction: Assuming the workers net income is 70 percent of their gross wages (After
deduction of Federal, State, and Local taxes, FICA, Medicare, etc.).
2Source: “Measures of Labor Underutilization, Missouri - 2010” BLS Press Release July 7, 2011.
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(a) Individual ELR Worker’s Annual Income: .70($7.25 × 2000hr/yr) = $10, 150.00/yr
6. All ELR wage income is spent on consumption goods and savings out of ELR wages is zero.
The assumption now made is that a one dollar increase in income represents one dollar increase
in final demand, to be divided among the given industries according to their weights given in the last
three columns of Table 3. This effectively means that workers save nothing. However this assumption
is not very unreasonable as each worker only receives $10,150 in after-tax income annually from ELR
employment. Workers in lower income brackets have lower marginal propensities to save, so the
assumption that the ELR workforce spends their entire wages on consumption seems to be valid.
4.2 Effects of ELR Income on the Private Sector
Following the assumptions from the preceding section, we can now begin to analyze the economic
impact of an ELR program for the State of Missouri in 2010. The first step in deriving the economic
impact is to calculate the change in aggregate consumption after the implementation of the ELR pro-
gram. It is assumed that ELR income replaces unemployment compensation, but not all the workers
who entered into the ELR program were eligible for unemployment compensation; only the 286,900
workers who were officially unemployed were eligible. Assuming that unemployed insurance subsidies
60 percent of private-sector income, ELR employment would add an additional 40 percent of income
equaling an additional $4060.00 of after tax income.3
To calculate the additional income for the Missouri ELR workforce as a whole, we must divide
the ELR workforce up into two groups, those who were officially unemployed and previously received
benefits, and those who did not receive benefits prior to ELR employment. Those who were officially
unemployed prior to joining the ELR will enjoy an additional $4060.00 after tax income from ELR
employment, and those who were not officially unemployed but still out of work, will enjoy an addi-
tional $10,150 per year of after tax income from ELR employment. Total annual 2010 ELR income
for the State of Missouri becomes:
(286, 000 × $4060) + (140, 150 × $10, 150) = $2, 583, 682, 500 (5)
3This result is only valid if all those who received unemployment compensation previously held private sector
employment paying the state minimum wage of $7.25/hr. A more exhaustive study would need to analyze the exact
unemployment compensation of all individuals making claims. In reality some individuals who collected unemployment
insurance, and who made at or over $24,166 annually from private sector employment, would be taking a monetary
loss from accepting ELR employment at the state minimum wage rather than receiving unemployment compensation
at 60 percent of their previous annual wage.
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5 Additional Private Sector Stimulus from an ELR Program
for the State of Missouri in 2010
Equation 5 states that roughly an additional $2.58 billion would be spent on ELR wages for the
State of Missouri in 2010. This also means that private consumption expenditure will increase by
$2.58 billion. To calculate the affects this additional income has on private sector output and earn-
ings, multiply the $2,583,682,500 in additional income by the “Weighted Output Multipliers” and
“Weighted Earnings Multiplier” given in Table 3 for each industry. Recall, the regional employment
multipliers are for a $1.0 million change. To calculate the effect that ELR income has on private
sector employment, divide first $2,583,682,500 by $1,000,000 = $2,583.6825 then multiply this by the
“Weighted Employment Multiplier” for all industries as given in Table 3.
The multiplier effects that an ELR program has on private sector output, earnings, and employ-
ment for all industries for the State of Missouri in 2010 are given below in Table 4
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6 Summary of Results
The implementation for the ELR program in the State of Missouri for 2010 would cost around $2.58
billion of additional government spending in the form of ELR after tax wages. From Table 4 the
multiplier effect for the State of Missouri would result in an additional $5,224,718,089 of output and
an additional $1,291,213,924 in private sector earnings. Further, and most importantly, the results
illustrate that the increase in consumer demand from ELR income would result in an additional
441,005 private sector jobs. This outcome effectively means that the ELR program could potentially
result in near private sector full employment in the private sector for the estimated 505,200 who are
either unemployed or involuntarily working part-time. This result is simply because the additional
income provided by ELR employment must be spent in the private sector, which translates to more
private sector output, private sector earnings, and private sector jobs.
These results also illustrate that there may be no better government policy to promote the cre-
ation of private sector jobs than for government to provide jobs, and additional disposable income,
for all those willing and able to work. An effective method of achieving this is through the creation
and implementation of an Employer of Last Resort Program. The ELR program will start off as
a “big-government” program, but over the course of a year it will dwindle down. For the State of
Missouri, it has been shown that if this program were implemented in 2010, the ELR program will
start off costing roughly $2.5 billion, but will be substantially less after the course of a year.
7 Appendix
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